






Advance LZR 2014

Trimtex contact:

Designer:

Last correction:

Jonas Åström Colours in design: Order type / Additional notes:

DISCLAIMER: Customers responsibility is to ensure that colour(s) and logo(s) are accurate on a specific order. Order is 
produced according to the latest approved design proof. Colours may not appear accurate on your screen or printed paper. 
Sublimation transferred colours can have a deviation of ±5% ΔE due to the different types of fabric. For a particular result 
ask for colour test from your sales representative. We highly recommend to avoid continuity of design between two 
different parts of product - Trimtex can not guarantee perfect result for this. It is not allowed to remove or change placement of 
Trimtex logos. Copyright ©  Designs are property of  Trimtex, protected by copyright and allowed to use only on Trimtex products.  

Re-order: (no changes)

Re-order: (with changes)

Preview of logo(s)
------

------

------

------ ------------------------------
T1 Sponsor logo

T2 Standard logo

T3 Exceptions

------

------

OrderNo: 60106130 Customer No: 6030647 Customer: Lulekamraterna

PMS 187

White

Erki Puusepp

06/11/2013

scale 1:5 (20%)

A24.2-L  ADVANCE LZR JACKET
A124-L  ADVANCE LZR WOMENS JACKET

elastic panels: black

thread: 3822 red

elastic panels: black

elastic panels: black

audio pocket zipper: 501 white

cuff: black

size label printed inside

zipper: 580 black + reflex piping (right side)
front/pockets

usr050615
Skrivmaskin
Pris: 600:-

usr050615
Skrivmaskin



Trainer TX 2013

Trimtex contact:

Designer:

Last correction: 02/10/2013

Anu Rand

Trimtex logo type: Fabrics:

T1 Sponsor logo

T2 Standard logo

T3 Exceptions

Order type / Additional notes:

Re-order: (no changes)

Re-order: (with changes)

---------------------------
DISCLAIMER: Customers responsibility is to ensure that colour(s) and logo(s) are accurate on a specific order. Order is 
produced according to the latest approved design proof. Colours may not appear accurate on your screen or printed paper. 
Sublimation transferred colours can have a deviation of ±5% ΔE due to the different types of fabric. For a particular result 
ask for colour test from your sales representative. We highly recommend to avoid continuity of design between two 
different parts of product - Trimtex can not guarantee perfect result for this. It is not allowed to remove or change placement of 
Trimtex logos. Copyright ©  Designs are property of  Trimtex, protected by copyright and allowed to use only on Trimtex products.  

OrderNo: 60104577 Customer No: 6030647 Customer: Lulekamraterna

Jonas Åström
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HS5877R  Microfiber Air

Yellow 1000

Orange 1500

Red 2000

Light Blue 3500

Sky blue 4000

Navy 4500

Grass green 5500

Dark grey 7500

Black 8000

White 6500

Yellow 1684

Orange 2664

Red 4073

Burgundy 4431

Light Blue 64015

Sky blue 64102

Navy 6007

Grass green 7812

Dark green 7811

Light grey 9464

Dark grey 9466

Black 9240

612 Newport

scale 1:5 (20%)

A74-SZ - 100 TRAINER TX PANTS

zippers: black 580

zippers on side: black 580

thread: black 9700

flatlock: black 9700

transfer: TI-27 (reflex)

transfer: TL-90 (white)
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	60106130
	DP--Advance LZR--Lulekamraterna
	60104577
	DP--Athletics LZR--Lulekamraterna
	DP--Trainer TX--Lulekamraterna



